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Abstract

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa #6 and #7 (K-6/7), the world first Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) units,
started commercial operations on November 7, 1996 and July 2, 1997 respectively. ABWR has been developed
as a standard design of the next generation B WR to meet common goals set by the Japanese electric utilities and
BWR manufacturers (GE, Hitachi and Toshiba) based on our design, construction, operation and maintenance
experience of nuclear power plants. The construction of K-6/7 and confirmatory tests for the verification of the
first-of-a-kind (FOAK) design features of ABWR were conducted smoothly without any delay. The duration of
the construction was 51.5 months. It was shorter than conventional BWRs in Japan by nearly one year. This was
realized by design features of ABWR for better constructability, a principle of "test before use" applied to the
FOAKs, advanced construction technology, detailed engineering at very early stages of the project, and good
construction management. The positive experience in the K-6/7 project is now being reviewed and standardized
for next ABWR projects. The data and knowledge accumulated through the K-6/7 project will be utilized
effectively with the aide of the latest information technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa #6 and #7 (K-6/7), the first Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR)
units, started full commercial operations on November 7, 1996 and July 2, 1997 respectively. Since
the introduction of our first reactor in 1971, TEPCO, in collaboration with other Japanese electric
utilities and plant manufacturers, has been addressing various issues of nuclear power plants to im-
prove their safety, reliability, operability, occupational radiation exposure, economy, and so on. There
were two major programs launched in 1970s for that purpose: One was to improve and standardize the
technology originally developed by GE. The other was to develop a state-of-the-art plant design as a
standard for next generation BWRs, and this program gave birth to ABWR.

ABWR is the first reactor that has been developed to meet common goals set by the Japanese
electric utilities and BWR manufacturers (GE, Hitachi and Toshiba), based on our design, construc-
tion, operation and maintenance experience of nuclear power plants. Its development goals were:

(1) Better safety and reliability.

(2) Reduction in occupational radiation exposure and in the amount of radioactive waste.

(3) Better operability and maintainability.

(4) Better economy.

In order to achieve the development goals, ABWR has incorporated various first-of-a-kind
(FOAK) equipment and systems. These are Reactor Internal Pump (RIP), Fine Motion Control Rod
Drive (FMCRD), Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel (RCCV), three-division Emergency Core
Cooling System, high efficiency BOP system with a large capacity turbine generator, full digital
control system with advanced man-machine interface, and so forth.

This paper reviews how the K-6/7 project has been successfully completed fulfilling every
development target even though many FOAK design features are included in its design.
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FIG. 1. Construction duration of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station.
(S/C: start of construction, I/F: inspection of foundation, C/F: completion of foundation mat,
C/R: completion of refueling floor, RPV H/T: RPV first hydrostatic test, F/L: fuel loading, C/O:
start of commercial operation)

2, CONSTRUCTION DURATION

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa is located in a district facing the Sea of Japan, an area known for strong
seasonal winds and heavy snowfalls in winter. On account of that, there are limitations on construc-
tion activities such as unloading heavy cargo at the wharf in winter. The bedrock that supports princi-
pal buildings is at a depth of 25 to 40 meters underground. The reactor building (R/B), therefore, is a
semi-underground type structure, which requires a long excavation period before starting the building
construction. The reduction in the construction period has long been a challenging target under these
difficult conditions.

Figure 1 shows the construction periods of K-6/7 and other BWR units of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa.

The time required before the inspection of the foundation was devoted to the excavation work,
therefore it depended on the ground conditions. After the inspection, actual construction of the build-
ings started. For the purpose of comparison, the term "construction period," or "construction dura-
tion" refers to the time from the inspection of the foundation to the start of commercial operation in
this paper1.

In the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s, there was a strong demand in Japan to reduce
construction period because of a fast growing electricity demand and high interest rates. It was also a
period we experienced changing labor market conditions such as a shortage of skilled field workers

1 It may be noted that the normal definition of the construction period refers to "from pouring of first structural
concrete to start commercial operation".
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FIG. 2. Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel (RCCV) and Reactor Building.

and steep rises in labor wages. These are the reasons why TEPCO has been making every effort to im-
prove the productivity in the construction of power plants.

The construction duration of K-6 was 51.5 months, and the same length of the schedule was
required for K-7. It was sharply improved from other conventional BWR units. If some conditions
unique to K-6/7 such as additional tests for the FOAKs had not been included in the schedule, it could
have been about 48 months. In addition, it has a potential for further reduction depending on the labor
markets. The schedule from the inspection of the foundation to the start of the fuel loading is deter-
mined by civil and architectural work. In the case of K-6/7, its duration was about 40 months with
regular holidays of 6 days per month. A total of 24 days of additional holidays per year were also
given on such occasions as the new year. We can shorten the duration of 40 months to about 35
months in next projects by changing the holiday schedule to be 4 days per month.

The improvement in the duration of the plant construction was realized by:

(1) Design features of ABWR for better plant constructability.

(2) Prudent design change control with a principle of "test before use" applied to the FOAKs.

(3) Advanced construction technology.

(4) Detailed engineering at very early stages of the project.

(5) Good construction management.

3. DESIGN IMPROVEMENT FOR SHORT CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

ABWR has many new technical features. Those features which have a significant bearing on
the construction scheme include the use of the RCCV structurally integrated with R/B and a reduction
in the building volume through the rationalization of the layout design.

In the scheme of conventional BWR construction, installation of the steel containment vessel
holds a part of the critical schedule. Only after the installation and pressure tests on the containment
vessel are completed, the R/B structure surrounding it can be erected.
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On the other hand, the RCCV is integrated with the R/B as shown in Figure 2, therefore, its
installation can proceed concurrently with the erection of the R/B. This provides a merit of shorter
construction duration. The time required to install its liner plates can be offset by adopting a large
block construction method.

The building volume has been significantly reduced in ABWR. The adoption of low-NPSH
RIPs, which have replaced large Primary Loop Recirculation Pumps located under the Reactor
Pressure Vessel of conventional BWR, has enabled us to reduce the space in the R/B. Unlike self-
standing steel containment vessels, the RCCV is integrated into the R/B structure, therefore, it has
more flexibility in the design of its shape. The layout design has been optimized by making the best
use of these advantages.

As a result, the total building volume of K-6/7 is smaller than that of K-3/4, the latest BWR-5
type units, by more than 20% even though the plant power generation capacity has been increased by
more than 20%. This has led to the reduction in building material, piping, cables, ducts, and other
plant utilities, which also has contributed to short installation duration.

4. DESIGN CHANGE CONTROL

K-6/7 are the first ABWR units, and a lot of FOAK equipment and systems have been adopted
in the design. One of the priorities placed on this project was the design change control. The project
had not been completed as scheduled without good management over the FOAK design. Our past
experience shows that many troubles occurring in new plants were related to design changes. In order
to minimize the risks associated with design changes, every small deviation from conventional design
should be picked out, and then, it must be carefully evaluated from the view points of performance,
reliability, transient behavior, side effects on other systems, and so on. TEPCO has established a rule
of design change control through a series of continuous construction of nuclear power plants, and has
successfully reduced the occurrence of teething troubles with new units.

4.1 Design review

As a part of the design change control, TEPCO's in-house design reviews by Design Review
Committee and extensive design reviews called "Juten Sekkei Review" by joint task forces of TEPCO
and plant suppliers were regularly conducted during basic and detailed engineering phases of the K-
6/7 project.

TABLE I. LIST OF JOINT EXTENSIVE DESIGN REVIEWS, "JUTEN SEKKEI REVIEW"

First of a kind mechanical system
Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel
Main Steam & Feedwater Piping in RCCV
Lower Drywell Arrangement
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Reactor Internals
New Type Hf Control Rod
Reactor Internal Pump
Fine Motion Control Rod Drive
HCU
RCIC (first application to ECCS)
Moisture Separator Reheater
Heater Drain Pump Forward System
Off-gas System
Cross-around Piping

First of a kind electrical system
RIP Adjustable Speed Driver
CRD Stepping Motor
Main Control Panel
RC&IS
SSLC
PRNM
Digital Control System
Excitation System

Scaled up equipment

Msrv
Main Steam Turbine
Main Condenser
Main Generator

Others
Water Chemistry
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For K-6/7, Juten Sekkei Reviews were conducted on 27 areas, as shown in Table I, including
the FOAK equipment such as RIPs and scaled-up equipment such as the main condenser. Taking an
example of the RIPs, the pumps and their motors were reviewed from the viewpoints of functional
requirements, component design details, operational reliability, maintainability, and consistency with
the licensing matters.

The new design features and the scaled-up equipment were also reviewed from the viewpoint of
manufacturability. Material qualification tests and production mock-up tests were conducted on some
areas as a part of design reviews.

Discussions had also been made throughout the construction period to determine whether the
units had a possibility to cause similar troubles happened at the other existing nuclear power plants.
For example, after TEPCO learned droplet erosion on the surface of the condenser titanium tubes in
foreign power plants, we reviewed our maintenance records of operating units and found a symptom.
Then, discussions were held with manufacturers and the provisions were made in the design of the K-
6/7 main condensers to reduce the speed of condensed droplets attacking on the tubes. In addition, we
made it a practice that all the available trouble records around the world were revisited before the start
of commercial operation. It was a final check-up to ensure that every experience had been reflected in
the units.

When the review was finished, a design change control sheet was filled out for each component
or system by relevant engineering sections at TEPCO site office. A summary of the review results and
verification test plans were documented in the sheet, and it was circulated to the section in charge of
the verification tests.

4.2 Design verification test

There were many large-scale tests conducted in joint studies of the Japanese electric utilities
and manufacturers for the verification of the new design features. A principle of "test before use" was
set and strictly applied to the FOAKs. In the case of the RIP, a series of full-scale 1/10-sector model
tests confirmed its performance, control characteristics, seismic capability, and transient behavior.
Flow-induced vibration of the reactor internals was evaluated from the results of 1/5-scale full-sector
tests and full-scale 1/10-sector tests. In addition to the joint studies in private sectors, a series of full-
size design verification tests were also conducted by the government authority at a 1/5-sector test
facility with two RIPs installed side by side.

4.3 Product verification test

The product verification tests were conducted at shops on a component basis and at the site on a
system basis. When each test was completed, its results were evaluated and documented, and their
summaries were recorded in the design change control sheet. It was then circulated back to engineer-
ing sections for their final confirmation.

In the case of the RIP, special tests were added to ordinary pump tests. Those included were a
confirmation test of its coast down characteristic, a run back test, unbalanced operations of 10 RIPs, a
restarting test under reverse flow conditions, and so forth.

5. ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Construction methods have been improved based on the experience accumulated through the
continuous construction of nuclear power plants. Table II shows principal ideas of the advanced
construction methods that have been used for the construction of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power
Station. These methods were adopted not only for the reduction in the construction duration, but also
for enhanced quality, assurance of on-the-job-safety, and reduction in the construction cost. There are
two key methods that determine the outline of the construction schemes. One is called "All-weather
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TABLE II. VARIOUS CONSTRUCTION METHODS INTRODUCED TO KASHIWAZAKI-
KARIWA

Objective

Concurrent progress in parallel
construction

Increased efficiency of site work

Reduction of site work load

Construction method

Large block construction
Lifting RPV into R/Bwith a large outdoor crane
Deck plate construction

Alkyeather construction
Automatic welding
Automatic cable pulling machine
Automatic rebar assembly machine

In-factory assembly of reactor internals

Prefabricated rebar and steel structure module
Composite civil and mechanical modularization

#1X
O

O

X
o
o
X
o
X
X

#2

X
o

o

o
•
X
X

#3

X
o

o
•
X
X

Applied unit
#4 #5

O

X

o
o

o

o
o
X

o
o
o
o

#6

o
o

o
•
o
X

#7

o

X

o
o

o
O: Applied, • : Expanded use of ideas, X : Not Applied

construction method" applied to K-6, and the other is "Large block construction method" employed at
K-7. The former originally came from Toshiba and Kajima, and the latter originated from Hitachi and
Shimizu.

5.1 All-weather construction method

The efficiency of outdoor work at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa site tends to deteriorate in winter
due to adverse conditions such as heavy snowfalls and strong seasonal winds. The all-weather con-
struction method has been designed to create a factory-like environment under such situation. In this
method, steel structure for the R/B is assembled earlier than an ordinary schedule requires, then the
building construction area is covered with a temporary roof and wall sheets to provide a favorable
working condition. This method was first applied to K-2. Since then, it has been continuously im-
proved through the successive construction of K-3 and K-6, for which main supplier was Toshiba.

For example, the covered area has been extended and the roof structure has been modified since
its first application.

Figure 3 shows a schematic outline of the temporary structures. The temporary roof for the K-6
construction was able to be divided into four pieces for easy removal. Large components were lifted
into the R/B by a tower crane with the roof opened. Construction materials such as rebars were
carried inside efficiently with a diverse and multiple transport system consisting of monorail hoists, a
temporary overhead crane, and wall cranes.

This method demonstrated its effectiveness at K-6 in securing efficiency, quality, and safety of
site field work by shielding the area from wind, precipitation, and direct sunshine.

5.2 Large block construction method

Large block construction method has been designed to expand scopes of factory fabrication and
concurrently executed site work. Components and structures are assembled or integrated into large
block modules either at factories or at an assembly space on the site, and then they are lifted into their
installation places so that construction work can be efficiently conducted. This method has enabled us
to schedule several tasks proceeding in parallel.

A large crawler crane, with a lifting capacity of 930 ton at an operating radius of 30 m, was
used for lifting the large block modules at K-7. The crane is capable of lifting the Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV), the heaviest component of ABWR (840 ton with some internals when it was lifted), for
direct carrying in and installation. Its maximum reach is 130 m (with 106 t) and it is capable of pro-
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FIG. 3. All-weather construction method at K-6.

FIG. 4. Installation of a RCCV liner module by a large crawler crane.
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pelling itself, and accordingly, one large crawler crane is adequate for the mechanical and electrical
construction work of a plant if there are no restrictive conditions in the peripheral space of the
construction area.

The following were major block modules at K-7:

(1) RCCV center mat rebar module (a 460-ton module).

(2) RCCV liner plate module (a 422-ton module as shown in Figure 4 and a 269-ton module).

(3) RPV pedestal module (a 560-ton module).

(4) RCCV upper drywell internals module (a 650-ton module).

(5) RCCV top slab composite module of rebar, liner and built-in piping (a 506-ton module).

The schedule for the RCCV erection constituted the critical path in the construction of K-7.
And the modularization was applied to a maximum extent to the RCCV and its internals to shorten the
critical schedule. The RCCV liner plates were modularized so that their installation would not cause
any waiting periods in rebar work, and then the liner was used as a form for concrete placement. The
RPV pedestal, the RCCV internals, and the RCCV top slab were assembled into modules to secure the
concurrent progress of mechanical work and architectural work in parallel.

The effectiveness of this method was also demonstrated in smoothing out the site workloads.
Because several assembly sequences were set in parallel using modularization techniques, the peak
load of the site work could be controlled, which enabled us to utilize the work force effectively.
Although the main objectives of the modular construction method lay in shortening the critical
schedule, it was also applied to the sub-critical part of the construction scheme for K-7 because the
application was evaluated to be beneficial from this point of view.

6. DETAILED ENGINEERING AT VERY EARLY STAGES OF THE PROJECT

There were two major reasons why early engineering was important in the K-6/7 project. One
reason was to secure an appropriate period for step-by-step design reviews and verifications as
explained earlier. The other was for the efficiency of the construction.

Well co-ordinated scheme of the building construction and the equipment installation is a key
to any short construction schedules, therefore, the design for equipment, layout and building structure
is required to be detailed at very early stages. This was especially important when applying the
modularization to K-7, because components were brought into site earlier than conventional
construction methods for pre-assembly, and because the modularization required more accuracy of
interface conditions with other equipment and structures. Co-ordination of the interface conditions,
which had been done by "on-the-spot" adjusting in old methods, was necessary to be resolved in a
planning phase. Specifically, size of equipment, piping route, support design, and temporary
installations were required to be determined very early.

Three-dimensional CAD systems were fully utilized for this purpose. The CAD systems were
not only powerful nor useful in the design work, but also effective in the simulation of the con-
struction work to prevent interference during installation of large modules.

7. CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

TEPCO has continuously constructed nuclear power plants since its first in 1971. The lessons
and learned in a construction project were reflected in its following project. In the construction of
ABWR, TEPCO played the following roles utilizing the accumulated experiences.
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FIG. 5. Project organization for the K-6/7 project. [The K-6/7 Project steering organization
consisted of members of TEPCO, TOSHIBA, HITACHI, GE, and construction companies.]

(1) Design related function including design change control, design review, and its verification.

(2) Project schedule control.

(3) Interface control between different suppliers.

(4) Quality assurance.

(5) On-the-job safety related function.

7.1 System and organization for the construction management

The contract for K-6/7 between TEPCO and a manufacturers joint venture of GE, Hitachi and
Toshiba was, in principle, on a turnkey basis, and the joint venture supplied main systems except for
those local systems whose interfaces with main systems were clearly defined. Such facilities were
placed orders for with various suppliers on bid bases. While avoiding potential economical risks by
the turnkey contract, TEPCO, however, was deeply involved in actual construction work because of
the responsibility as an owner and operator. We believe that positive involvement of electric utilities
is essential for good project control, better quality, well-organized activities of the suppliers, on-the-
job safety, and so on.

A hierarchical committee organization was established as shown in Figure 5, in which TEPCO
and the plant suppliers were participated to discuss engineering issues, to control the engineering and
construction schedule, to co-ordinate various activities such as QA and licensing, and to review the
progress of the project. Close communication between TEPCO and the plant suppliers was vital in the
K-6/7 project, and it was held in these committees, joint task forces, and daily meetings.

7.2 Design related function

Design changes may have possibilities to cause unexpected results. We have made it a rule that
new design is to be applied to a non-essential local area first, and then the application will be gradual-
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ly expanded to other areas. For example, TEPCO had set a long-term strategy of adopting digital con-
trols. It was first introduced in radioactive waste treatment systems, and then in the next project, BOP
system became digital controlled. After reviewing the experience with these systems, TEPCO decided
to introduce full digital control systems to K-6/7.

As explained earlier, the design review is a key to minimize the occurrence of troubles at new
plants. In the K-6/7 project where many FOAK design features were adopted, TEPCO's initiative and
suppliers' cooperation in the step-by-step verifications in each phase of the project progress was im-
portant to complete the construction as scheduled.

In addition, plant layouts were reviewed using CAD systems to confirm that the arrangements
of equipment and piping satisfied the design criteria established by TEPCO to secure adequate main-
tainability and accessibility. The criteria stipulates such things as width and height of access routes,
distance between adjacent pipes to secure appropriate working space for ISI, space around compo-
nents, requirements for the operation stands, hooks over the components, and so on. The plant layouts
and detailed structures of the buildings were also reviewed from the viewpoints of effective instal-
lation of equipment, piping, ducts, and so on. The CAD systems were utilized to simulate installation
work of large block modules, and rework caused by the interference between piping and building
structure was minimized.

7.3 Project schedule control

As explained in the previous section, the engineering for the construction of K-6/7 was required
to start very early, and then, it progressed in sequence from the basic to the detail, from system design
to equipment design, from plant layouts to construction planning, and so on. Step-by-step design veri-
fications were conducted in a timely manner with the engineering progress. The schedule control over
the engineering was one of the most important aspects of the construction management.

The plant construction schedules were also precisely controlled. A large volume of equipment
and piping was needed to be brought into the installation places before installing the ceilings over the
places, and materials were required to be delivered to the site on schedule. In addition to just review-
ing the work progress, detailed scheduling in planning stages was more important than ever, because
engineering, procurement, delivery, and construction were closely linked each other, and because the
co-ordination of their schedule was essential in the new construction method.

In the planning phase, milestones of construction work were first set up, and then, a master
schedule and a sub-master schedule were prepared based on the milestones. The sub-master schedule
was a detailed construction schedule, which was prepared before the start of building erection, and
with which actual work progress was checked weekly during the construction period.

7.4 Interface control

The interfaces between the systems supplied by different manufacturers were co-ordinated and
reviewed jointly by TEPCO and relevant parties. In the K-6/7 project, TEPCO made a contract with
the manufacturers joint venture of GE, Hitachi and Toshiba for the main facility. Although the
responsibility to control the interfaces inside the joint venture lay on its participants in principle,
TEPCO reviewed the suppliers' scope split, design interface, and schedule co-ordination results to
minimize the risk of non-conformance and schedule delay. In addition, TEPCO conducted special
audits at the site to check whether the interface control was appropriately done between suppliers.

7.5 Quality assurance

Suppliers' QA programs were reviewed by TEPCO before the start of manufacturing or instal-
lation work. Selections of sub-contractors by main suppliers were required to be accepted by TEPCO.
If a sub-contractor did not have any past experience of nuclear business with TEPCO, its technical
capability and quality level were evaluated based on the documents submitted by main suppliers.
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The status of quality assurance activities at factories and the site was periodically checked
through QA audits and QA patrols. QA audits were conducted on all the main suppliers and many
new sub-contractors including international companies.

TEPCO's witness inspections and governmental pre-use inspections were conducted at fac-
tories and the site. For the main steam turbine generator and some reactor internal components that
were manufactured by GE for the first time in nearly twenty years for TEPCO, it dispatched its
engineers who stationed at GE's factories conducting witness inspections, daily monitoring and in-
process quality surveillance.

In addition to the inspections on system and component bases, overall plant check-ups were
conducted at three stages of construction; before the hydrostatic test of Reactor Pressure Vessel at the
site, before fuel loading, and before the start of commercial operation. The purpose of the check-up
was to ensure that the facility was properly installed from the operation and maintenance standpoints
and no major issues were left out.
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7.6 On-the-job safety

TEPCO evaluated on-the-job safety prior to the execution of such hazardous work as handling
of heavy components. A total of 11 work plans for K-6 and a total of 7 work plans for K-7 were sub-
jected to the safety evaluation. Those included were, for example, the work plan for the installation of
the RCC V liner modules and the work plan for the installation of the lower bodies of the main con-
denser. We also did our utmost to assure the safety through daily safety patrols.

8. FURTHER IMPROVEMENT TO NEXT ABWR CONSTRUCTION

TEPCO is now making every effort for further improvement to next ABWR construction pro-
jects. The followings are our focal points of the improvement.

8.1 Standardization

ABWR has been developed as an international standard BWR. TEPCO and almost all of the
other BWR owners in Japan have plans to install ABWRs. Taking advantage of this situation, design
change from K.-6/7 should be minimized in order to reduce engineering cost. When we use the same
design, that means we can define every detail of the plant at the start of a project. This is very bene-
ficial because it enables us to seek more possibilities for cost reduction such as further improvement
in the construction methods or the procurement of separate equipment and systems from more compe-
titive market based on well-defined interface design information.

Construction management is sought to be standardized. Every electric power company tends to
have different ways of the management, and sometimes this causes additional work at suppliers.
TEPCO has been encouraging other utility companies to standardize it, and such things as document
control routine have already been established as standards for next projects. Construction manage-
ment will be further enhanced and streamlined by applying the latest information technology to
standardized management work. It will enable us to make the best use of the data and the knowledge
accumulated through the construction of the first ABWR. Figure 6 shows an image of the information
system that is now being studied for next construction project.

8.2 Rationalization and simplification of the plant facility

Although the design change from K-6/7 is to be minimized in next projects, a few modifications
are now being discussed. Candidate ideas of the design change must meet the following conditions:

(1) Benefits gained can offset the engineering cost penalty.

(2) New design is able to become a standard.

For example, gland packing of FMCRD is planned to be replaced by a seal-less magnet coupl-
ing as shown in Figure 7, and its stepping motor will be replaced by an induction motor. They have
enough benefits to offset the cost penalty because the seal-less coupling eliminates the leak detection
piping and the surveillance camera, and because the induction motor is cheaper than the stepping
motor. The design is now being discussed and tested as a candidate standard in a joint study program
of the Japanese electric utilities and manufacturers.

8.3 Further improvement to construction method

The construction schedule is sought to be reduced by improving the construction methods.
Based on the data accumulated in the K-6/7 project, we believe that the construction duration will be
less than 45 months without major changes of the construction methods. And it will be less than 43
months when we improve the large block modular construction method further and enlarge the area of
its application in next projects.
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9. CONCLUSION

The first ABWR units, Kashiwazaki-Kariwa #6 and #7, have come into the world as scheduled,
fulfilling every development target without major troubles. The construction duration was shorter than
that of a conventional BWR in Japan by nearly one year. TEPCO believes that design features of
ABWR for better constructability, prudent design change control with the principle of "test before
use" applied to the FOAK design, advanced construction technology, detailed engineering at very
early stages of the project, and good construction management were keys to this success. The positive
experience in the construction and project management of K-6/7 will be standardized for further
improvement to next ABWR construction projects.
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